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About This Game

VIDEOBALL is a sport everyone can play!

We researched basketball, football, soccer, first-person shooters, and real-time strategy games. VIDEOBALL is a compact
expression of all sports' mechanics.

Use either analog stick or the directional buttons to maneuver. Use any button or trigger to project a triangle. Only triangles can
displace balls. Hold your button or trigger to charge a bigger triangle. Bigger triangles push harder. Stun opponents or cancel

triangles with other triangles. Push balls into the opposing goal to score points. Score more points in order to win. Win in order
to Feel Real Good.

Features:

Online: Compete in exhibition or ranked VIDEOBALL in solo or team modes.

Customizable: Various arenas, color palettes, music tracks, and backgrounds.

Local: Adjust ball count, time limit, and point values to design your own rule set.
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You are already a VIDEOBALL character: VIDEOBALL is part of Earth; VIDEOBALL is happening right now. If you
want a new costume, put a hat on, buddy!
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Title: VIDEOBALL
Genre: Action, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Action Button Entertainment, LLC
Publisher:
Iron Galaxy
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Two-, four-, or six-player local multiplayer requires at least one, three, or five controller(s) (respectively)
with at least one directional input implement (digital or analog) and two buttons each (one button is action; the other button will
pause the game).

English,French,Italian,German,Swedish
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I bought this on Steam because my laptop is more portable than my PS4, and I would like to be able to play Videoball when I
should be working. I love Videoball. Videoball is love.. If you believe in love, purchase this game.. This game would be really
good, BUT by "any button" they mean any button on a CONTROLER. On keyboard, the ONLY shoot key is "Enter". It's great
if you have a controller, but for keyboard gamers like myself, it's just a pain in the butt.. A superb local multiplayer game, it's
become an instant favourite.
Videoball is an Air Hockey, Asteroids, Atari Combat, Pong, 2D Rocket League sort of thing.
Beautifully balanced system that is simple but deep, feels polished, nicely tuned and looks lovely.
Unique shot and defence mechanism works wonderfully and is just fun to play.. it's an actual sport.. Feels as good as it looks
and sounds - which says a lot. Could replace Rocket League as my go-to twitchy video game sport. Or they can coexist happily.
That would work too.. Game = videoball. One of the cleanest-looking and most tactile games I have ever played.
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Fencer, why don't you get a hobby and leave me alone for a while?. VIDEOBALL has to be one of the most underrated
multiplayer games I've had the pleasure of playing. Get 4 friends together and see how intense it gets. That said, if you're not
sitting in the same room as your mates you're going to have a hard time of finding a match as the player base is abysmal. That's
criminal because the game is soooooo good.

The gameplay is simple and very quickly reveals a surprising amount of nuance. It's a one button game that'll have you cursing
and screaming with white knuckles. With local multiplayer in mind (and in spite of the poor online player base) I highly
recommend VIDEOBALL.. It would be funny to play online with friends if it worked properly, but it lags a lot. Really toooooo
much lag to enjoy the game.

For almost 10€, I think it was fair to expect a good online service. I'm very disappointed.

(NOT received for free. Wrong flag in the previous review.). Love it, it's amazing. Now please buy it so we can play online
together.. could be the most pleasant or most painful game you'll ever play.. It feels good when you move. It feels good when
you hit the ball. It feels great when you get a point. This game is a great feeling good time.. Great local multiplayer game with
suprisingly deep mechanics. Online has no server list, two different playlists, no bots, no splitscreen online, and couldn't find
anyone playing. There is also no quit button, ALT-F4 is the only way out. If you have at least one other person to play this with
then it's worth it, just don't expect to play online.. Videoball is possibly the greatest ball based sports video game. It is the Dark
Souls of sports.
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